State Route 92
Sierra Vista to Bisbee Highway
Location:
Length:
Begins:
Ends:

Safford District; Cochise County
34 miles
Sierra Vista (MP 321.21)
Near Bisbee (MP 355.11)

State Route 92 (SR 92) and SR 90 are two historic-period
highways that link US Army Fort Huachuca (established
1877) and modern Sierra Vista to the copper mining
district near Bisbee. Of the two, SR 92 is the older road
that provided access to the international border
communities of Naco, Arizona and Naco, Sonora. The two
Nacos were not only an important access route into
Mexico, but the Mexican town was also a long-standing
entertainment spot for weary soldiers and miners and a
ready source of liquor during Prohibition Era (1915–1933).

Stark Overpass Dedication, Shelton Dowell, Hwy Commissioner (1936).
Courtesy of the Arizona Historical Society / Tucson . PC 180 (Wallace
Collection), Box 13, File 122 #1411.

Before the Arizona Highway Department (now Arizona
Department of Transportation) accepted the road into the
state highway system in 1936, the county and state
expended funds to maintain the road. They rebuilt bridges
across the San Pedro River and Greenbush Draw in the
1920s and applied a gravel-mix surface treatment to a
single section of well-traveled roadway between Bisbee
and the turnoff to Naco in 1934. The remainder of the busy
road was surfaced either with BST (Bituminous Surface

Treatment) or other gravel and asphalt mixes for the first
time in 1938 and 1939.
Among the first actions taken by the Highway Department
once it assumed responsibility for SR 92 was the
construction of a highway overpass near Stark, Arizona
above the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks. On February
8, 1936, Shelton Dowell, Chairman of the Arizona Highway
Commission, dedicated the “Stark Overpass” to a crowd of
enthusiastic supporters as east-bound Engine #4320
passed below. Among the crowd were many Fort
Huachuca soldiers and an Army brass band. Undoubtedly,
the well-wishers were grateful for the protection that the
overpass offered soldiers and civilians from short respites
from military and rural life in the Border communities.

Untitled-dirt road with mountains in distance (left background) (1936).
Courtesy of the Arizona Historical Society / Tucson . PC 180 (Wallace
Collection), Box 13, File 122 #1418.

For more information please visit www.azdot.gov/Highways/Arizona_Historic_Roads

